ABLESTONE®
DESIGNER CONCRETE
Key information for designers,
builders and concreters.

Experience the romance of stone.
‘Designer’ is a term most often applied to
luxury goods - cars, clothing, and other
personal accessory items, often sold under a
prestigious brand name. Ablestone Designer
Concrete is no exception, yet it is more than
just a luxury product, it is also very personal,
unique, and romantic to boot.
‘They’ say romance is a sensation of excitement
and mystery associated with love. Imagine yourself
bare-footed, on your luxurious, silky, cool, polished
concrete floor.
From inner-city semi to Harbourside pad, let
Ablestone stimulate your senses in a way few other
materials can, delivering serene elegance and cool
atmospherics to almost any space.
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Think outside
Ablestone Designer Concrete is not only for internal
polished floors, it is also the perfect material for
driveways, pathways, alfresco living areas, even
benchtops, tables, and seating.
It can be finished for multiple roles such as gripping
toughness to cope with heavy vehicle traffic or honed
for non-slip safety and a tactile sensation underfoot.

Make it personal
Create a mix to suit your unique taste. This is
achieved by combining different stone, with sands and
colour oxides to create something unique.
There is literally an infinite number of bespoke mix
designs that can be brewed to tell your personal story
so that it says your neighbourhood, your lifestyle, your
home, you.

Start your search here
Choose from our most popular mixes or talk to us about creating a specialty mix.

Avalon White

Bondi Pacific

Bronte Rocks

Fairlight Dawn

Little Bay Blend

Manly Twilight

Mountain Light

Newport Sand

Paddington Mix

Starry night

The Coast Mix

Choose Ablestone Designer Concrete with confidence:
• We help you select your mix and find a quality
concrete installer and can provide guidance on
planning your job and preparing your site
• Our designer range comprises specialty products
and architecturally specified mixes
• We offer a variety of aggregates for exposed
applications, coloured oxides for designer coloured
concrete, and off-white cement
• We specialise in small loads and tricky pours - even
those requiring transport by water

• We will save you time, labour and money by
mixing your required concrete faster and more cost
effectively than you can do it yourself
• We have a range of different sized trucks
(depending upon the plant) to cater for your order:

2.0m3

3.0m3

Maxi Truck

FOR MORE INFORMATION

02 9318 1722 or metromix.com.au/able-concrete/
Or visit one of our Ablestone displays at Alexandria (City)
or Cromer (Northern Beaches).
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